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The static and dynamic properties of semiconductor optical parametric oscillators (SOPOs) are studied bymerging
the rate equations of the diode pump laser with those of the OPO while taking into account the phase and, hence,
chirp performance. The static analysis of the SOPO shows two stable regimes of operation, namely, an efficient and
an inefficient regime akin to the case for conventional intracavity OPO. The large signal dynamic properties of the
SOPO are studied in the two static operating regimes. The study shows that there exists enormous negative and
positive frequency chirp in the signal and idler in the order of a few terahertz upon large signal modulation. These
characteristics are explained through the well-known properties of the nonlinear gain medium of the OPO. The
limitations on using these devices in a directly modulated fashion are discussed. Such limitations are found to be
determined largely by the SOPO rise time in certain bias conditions. © 2013 Optical Society of America
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conversion devices; (190.4975) Parametric processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to their vastly tunable output properties and versatility,
optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) have fueled many do-
mains of applications, such as spectroscopy [1,2], sensing
[3,4], and various quantum optical experiments [5,6]. In par-
ticular, tabletop intracavity optical parametric oscillators
(IOPOs) have been investigated since the late 1960s using
various nonlinear elements in doubly resonant [7,8] and singly
resonant configurations [9–11]. IOPOs offer distinct advan-
tages over other OPO configurations, especially due to the
lower threshold pump power needed in the CW mode of op-
eration. In the case of IOPOs, parametric generation takes
place in the same cavity where the lasing takes place. This
leads to a larger pump power available inside the laser cavity
and, consequently, to lower threshold levels compared with
conventional OPOs. A notable limitation of these systems is
instability due to relaxation oscillations [12]. Operating the
pump laser in the Q-switched pulsed mode is one of the
solutions to overcome this stability issue [10,11].

While all IOPOs reported to date utilize bulk optical ele-
ments or fibers, recent developments in the field of integrated
photonics usher in a new era of integrated electrically injected
semiconductor optical parametric oscillators (SOPOs) [13,14].
These devices can provide numerous advantages due to their
robustness, low power consumption, compact form factor,
and being alignment free. Recently, a platform conducive to
realizing SOPOs has been developed, namely active Bragg re-
flection waveguides [15,16]. Self-pumped electrically injected
SOPOs can be implemented through designing edge emitting
semiconductor Bragg reflection waveguide lasers (BRLs),
which have their second-order nonlinearities phase matched
for efficient parametric conversion between the pump, signal,

and idler. The coherent radiation obtained from BRLs will pro-
vide the pump power, which will be down converted into a
signal and idler. Through this approach, self-pumped paramet-
ric fluorescence was reported in GaAs/AlGaAs BRLs [17].
This is the essential stepping stone needed for an SOPO as
self-pumped parametric fluorescence is the output of an
SOPO operating below oscillation threshold. When sufficient
parametric gain is made available to the parametric process,
both signal and idler can reach oscillation threshold in the
same cavity as the laser pump. The resulting devices have
properties that are similar in part to the characteristics of both
diode lasers and OPOs.

Akin to the optimization of the IOPO cavity that took place
prior to the realization of efficient IOPOs, similar quantitative
design tools and insight are needed for enabling the realiza-
tion of functional SOPOs. Some SOPO design trade-offs,
including the OPO threshold power, have been studied re-
cently [18]. This recent study focused on time-invariant prop-
erties, where the static operating regimes and dynamics of
power exchange in the SOPO were left unexamined. Under-
standing the dynamic and static properties of SOPOs is essen-
tial to their optimal design and applicability to certain
domains, especially in the pulsed regime. Insight into the de-
vice dynamics requires concomitant large signal analysis of
the rate equations of both the pump part and the OPO part
of the device. As such, in this article we will utilize existing
rate equations of both diode lasers and OPOs and modify them
in order to represent the operation of SOPOs. This will help to
shed light on the device physics of operation and elucidate its
static and dynamic properties. Some similar models have been
used previously for static and dynamic analysis of tabletop
intracavity doubly resonant [7,8,19] and singly resonant [9,10]
OPOs. Although doubly resonant OPOs allow for lower
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threshold powers, often singly resonant OPOs are favored due
to their superior stability properties and fewer resonance con-
straints. In this article, we have focused on a doubly resonant
SOPO to facilitate OPO threshold powers low enough to be
achievable by the performance of readily available integrated
devices.

In addition to developing the rate equations to predict and
optimize the performance of the presented integrated OPOs,
this study is distinct from previous reports in various aspects:
the equations describing the pump lasers implemented here
are those for a semiconductor diode laser cavity instead of
those describing solid state lasers; the nonlinear interactions
are reformulated for waveguides rather than bulk crystals;
and more importantly, an explicit account for the phase of
the interacting fields is introduced in the equations used here
allowing for chirp analysis of SOPOs.

Changes in the laser frequency due to carrier density in-
duced refractive index change, namely chirp, is a well-studied
by-product of direct modulation in semiconductor diode
lasers. Direct modulation of semiconductor lasers is an
attractive solution for amplitude shift keying (ASK) optical
communication systems. Semiconductor laser chirp becomes
important in dispersion-limited systems such as long-haul or
medium-haul telecommunication networks operating at
1550 nm, and therefore, there have been numerous studies
on chirp engineering to mitigate such issues in telecommuni-
cation systems [20,21]. Similar to semiconductor diode lasers,
SOPOs can be directly modulated and would exhibit fre-
quency chirp not only in the pump but also in signal and idler
wavelengths. As such, frequency chirp is expected to have sig-
nificant impact on the operating characteristics of SOPOs;
hence, chirp effects are included in the present SOPO model
and will be investigated in the article.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the
derivation of the SOPO rate equations. The developed model
combines the diode laser rate equations and OPO rate equa-
tions to allow for investigating the time evolution of popula-
tion inversion as well as pump, signal, and idler phases and
powers within the SOPO cavity. Initially these equations are
investigated to identify the SOPO steady-state regimes in
Section 3. The time evolution properties of the SOPO are then
studied in detail through solving the equations numerically us-
ing a Runge–Kutta technique in Section 4. These solutions are
then used to analyze and explain the time-dependent perfor-
mance of SOPOs in each regime in the rest of Section 4. This
study unfolds some unique modulation and chirp properties of
SOPOs, which can be of great benefit for various applications
such as directly current modulated devices for optical com-
munications. To provide further insight into the SOPO dynam-
ics, an analytical approximation is derived in the same section
for the rise time of the parametric processes and is compared
to the numerical solutions. A discussion of the performance
observed in this class of SOPOs is then provided in Section 5.
Finally, a conclusion is provided in Section 6.

2. FORMALISM: RATE EQUATIONS IN
ACTIVE, NONLINEAR MEDIA
The classical rate equations of quantum well (QW) lasers are
well studied in the literature. The power and phase rate equa-
tions can be derived by solving the Helmholtz electric field
equation, assuming slowly a varying envelope, multiplying

by the field envelopes in x, y, and z, and integrating over
all three directions. The laser rate equations can be expressed
as follows [22] for the carrier density N , average laser optical
power inside the cavity Pp, and radiation phase ϕp:

dPp

dt
� Ppvg;p

�
Γ

g
1� βPp

− αp

�
; (1a)

dϕp

dt
� −

α

2
vg;p�Γg − αp�; (1b)

dN
dt

� ηI
qV

−

N
τ
−

gvg;pζPp

1� βPp
; (1c)

ζ � L
ℏωpVphvg;p

: (1d)

Here Γ is the optical confinement factor, g is the optical gain,
β represents gain saturation, vg;p is the group velocity at the
laser wavelength, αp represents the sum of distributed mirror
loss and propagation losses, α is the linewidth enhancement
factor, η denotes the current injection efficiency, I is the
injected current, q represents the electron charge, V is the
active layer volume, Vph is the optical cavity volume, τ is
the carrier lifetime, ζ is a conversion factor between the inter-
nal power and photon density in the cavity, L is the length of
the cavity, ωp is the angular frequency of the laser, and ℏ de-
notes the Dirac constant. In these equations, the spontaneous
emission factor is neglected. Note that the rate equations are
given for the laser internal power so as to facilitate combining
them with those of the OPO later in the text. Also note that
while the confinement factor Γ shows up in Eq. (1a), this fac-
tor is excluded from Eq. (lc) due to the use of carrier density
rather than carrier numbers in this equation [23].

If the diode laser cavity is phase matched for second-order
nonlinearities, efficient optical parametric processes can take
place within that cavity. A schematic of the device is illus-
trated in Fig. 1, where pump photons are generated through
lasing action in the active medium and the pair of signal and
idler are generated by parametric downconversion of these
high energy pump photons. As such, a part of the laser power
is converted into signal and idler where their wavelengths are
governed by the phase-matching condition. This downconver-
sion translates into an extra source of loss for the pump laser.

Assuming a single longitudinal mode for all three interact-
ing waves in the SOPO and taking z as the propagation direc-
tion, the overall scalar electric field can be expressed as

Eσ�x; y; z; t� �
1
2
Fσ�x; y�f σ�z�Eσ�t� exp�−iωσt� iϕσ�t�� � c:c:;

σ ∈ fp; s; ig: (2)

In Eq. (2), pump, signal, and idler are represented by sub-
scripts p, s, and i, respectively; Eσ�t� are the absolute values
of the time envelopes; Fσ are the normalized field profiles in
the transverse plane (xy-plane); f σ are the field envelopes
along the propagation direction; and c.c. denotes complex
conjugate. Similar to the work of Oshman and Harris in [7],
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the z envelopes are set to f p�z� �
���������
2∕L

p
cos�kpz�, f s�z� ����������

2∕L
p

sin�ksz�, and f i�z� �
���������
2∕L

p
sin�kiz�, where kσ are the

propagation constants at laser threshold. The laser acts as
the pump, where ωp � ωs � ωi. The internal powers of the
pump, signal, and idler are normalized such that Pσ �
cnσϵ0∕2LE2

σ where nσ are the real parts of the corresponding
effective refractive indices, and c and ϵ0 are the speed of light
and permittivity in vacuum. Note that many diode laser de-
signs operate in a single longitudinal mode. As SOPOs are
essentially diode lasers with the nonlinearity phase matched,
the single mode assumption can be valid for SOPOs as well.

By substituting Eq. (2) into the Helmholtz equation, a set of
nonlinear rate equations for SOPOs can be derived similar to
the derivation of the diode laser rate equation. Under slowly
varying amplitude approximation, by multiplying both sides of
the Helmholtz equations by Fσ and f σ and integrating over x,
y, and z, the rate equations for the powers of the interacting
waves can be derived as

dPp

dt
� Ppvg;p

�
Γ

g
1� βPp

− αp

�

� Kvg;p
κ

λp

����������������
PsPiPp

q
�− sin�Δϕ��sinc�ΔkL�; (3a)

dϕp

dt
� −Δωp �

K
2
vg;p

κ

λp

����������
PsPi

Pp

s
cos�Δϕ�sinc�ΔkL�; (3b)

dPs

dt
� −Psvg;sαs � Kvg;s

κ

λs

����������������
PsPiPp

q
sin�Δϕ�sinc�ΔkL�; (3c)

dϕs

dt
� −Δωs �

K
2
vg;s

κ

λs

�����������
PpPi

Ps

s
cos�Δϕ�sinc�ΔkL�; (3d)

dPi

dt
� −Pivg;iαi � Kvg;i

κ

λi

����������������
PsPiPp

q
sin�Δϕ�sinc�ΔkL�; (3e)

dϕi

dt
� −Δωi �

K
2
vg;i

κ

λi

�����������
PpPs

Pi

s
cos�Δϕ�sinc�ΔkL�: (3f)

These equations can be coupled with the carrier density rate
Eq. (lc) to describe the interaction of carriers and photons for
all three waves. In Eq. (3), ασ represent the sum of propagation
loss and distributed mirror losses for each wavelength, λσ are
the free space wavelengths, K � 1∕2 for the degenerate three-
wave mixing process, and K � 1 for the nondegenerate case,
Δϕ � ϕp − ϕs − ϕi, Δk � kp − ks − ki, and κ is the nonlinear
coupling coefficient and is given by

κ �
������������������������������
hχ�2�eff i24π2

nsninpϵ0cA
�2�
eff

vuut ; (4a)

hχ�2�eff i �
RR�∞

−∞ Fs�x; y�Fi�x; y�Fp�x; y�χ�2�eff �x; y�dxdyRR�∞
−∞ Fs�x; y�Fi�x; y�Fp�x; y�dxdy

; (4b)

A�2�
eff �

RR�∞
−∞ F2

s�x;y�dxdy
RR�∞

−∞ F2
i �x;y�dxdy

RR�∞
−∞ F2

p�x;y�dxdy�RR�∞
−∞ Fs�x;y�Fi�x;y�Fp�x;y�dxdy

�
2 :

(4c)

Here χ�2�eff �x; y� is the local effective second-order susceptibility
of the material, and hχ�2�eff i is the effective susceptibility of the
device—a weighted average of the susceptibility where the
field profiles are the weighting functions. Additionally, in
Eqs. (3d) and (3f), Δωs;i are the deviations of signal and idler
frequencies from their values at laser threshold due to laser
frequency chirp Δωp. As shown in the Appendix, for a small
change in the pump frequency, Δωp � �α∕2�vg;p�Γg − αp�, the
associated changes in the signal and idler frequencies can
be derived from the energy and momentum conservation
relations as

Δωp � α

2
vg;p�Γg − αp�; (5a)

Δωs � Δωp
np − ng;i − ng;p

ng;s − ng;i
� γΔωp; (5b)

Δωi � Δωp − Δωs; (5c)

where nσ are the real parts of the corresponding effective in-
dices and ng;σ represent the group index at each wavelength.

In contrast to bulk IOPOs where frequency chirp of the
pump is not usually of great significance as the pump is either
CW or Q-switched, SOPOs can be operated in pulsed mode
similar to a directly modulated laser diode. Operating in this
mode entails appreciable pump frequency chirp. This chirp of
the pump can play a major role in shaping the output proper-
ties of the signal and the idler. Therefore, the terms Δωp, Δωs,
and Δωi which are dependent on the injection current have to

Fig. 1. Schematic of a representative doubly resonant SOPO where
the end facets of the diode laser are high reflection coated (HR) at
pump, signal, and idler wavelengths. A scheme of a typical Bragg
reflection waveguide SOPO is shown.
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be taken into account in the study of the SOPO chirp and
power characteristics.

3. STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
The model derived here for doubly resonant SOPOs is similar
in form to the doubly resonant IOPO model discussed by
Oshman and Harris [7], despite the differences between both
devices. In the case of the SOPO, waves propagate in guided
modes in a cavity with relatively smaller dimensions, which
can support a smaller number of longitudinal modes in com-
parison to a conventional IOPO cavity. Another difference
in the mathematical expression of the two sets of equations
is the manifestation of frequency chirp Δωp in the pump
frequency and the corresponding signal and idler chirp as
described in Eq. (5). As shown in the Appendix, the effect
of frequency chirp can be accounted for in a first-order
approximation by utilizing the energy conservation condition,
where the chirp terms cancel out in dΔϕ∕dt. As such, when
calculating the SOPO characteristics that deal with Δϕ rather
than individual phases of the interacting waves, the chirp ef-
fects will not play a significant role. This is indeed the case
when examining the SOPO steady-state regimes, which relate
closely to those of doubly resonant IOPOs as will be shown in
this section.

A. Stability Conditions
The SOPO steady-state pump, signal, and idler internal cavity
powers can be derived using Eq. (3). Similar to the approach
taken in doubly resonant IOPOs, by setting the time deriva-
tives of carrier density, powers and Δϕ to zero, three distinct
solutions can be found for the SOPO output, defining three
regions of operation.

It can be shown that if the pump laser power is below the
OPO threshold power POPO;th, which is described by

POPO;th � 1
4
λiλsαiαs

κ2
; (6)

parametric oscillation will not take place and the laser will
operate similar to a conventional semiconductor laser that is
not phase matched. This regime will be termed as the no OPO
regime since there will be no power available for either the
signal or idler. The pump power in this regime is described by

Pp;no-OPO � Γgvgτp − 1
β

: (7)

If the value of Pp;no-OPO is above POPO;th, there are two possible
steady-state operating regimes depending on the value of Δϕ.
In the inefficient regime of operation Δϕ ≠ �π∕2�. In this case,
Δϕ can take on any arbitrary number and the parametric in-
teraction changes the waves’ phases in addition to their am-
plitudes. Beside the SOPO threshold condition, for the
inefficient regime to be in effect it is necessary that Pp;ineff >
0 and sin�Δϕineff� ≤ j1j where the powers and Δϕineff in this
regime are defined as

Pp;ineff �
gΓvg;p − αivg;i − αpvg;p − αsvg;s
β�αsvg;s � αpvg;p � αivg;i�

; (8a)

Ps;ineff � Pp;ineff
λp�vg;sαs � vg;iαi�

λsαsvg;s
; (8b)

Pi;ineff � Pp;ineff
λp�αsvg;s � αivg;i�

λiαivg;i
; (8c)

sin2�Δϕineff� �
POPO;th

Pp;ineff
: (8d)

Note that an “ineff” subscript is added to the power and phase
expressions above to clearly represent the inefficient regime
of operation.

On the other hand, in the efficient regime, Δϕ � π∕2 that
leads to zero nonlinear terms in Eqs. (3b), (3d), and (3f).
For this regime to be valid, the SOPO should be operating
above threshold, and the inefficient regime should be unsta-
ble; the second condition implies that either Pp;ineff < 0 or
sin�Δϕineff� > j1j should be valid. The pump, signal, and idler
powers are defined as the following in the efficient regime:

Pp;eff � POPO;th; (9a)

Ps;eff � Pp;eff

�
−

λpαp
λsαs

� gΓ
1� βPp

λp
λsαs

�
; (9b)

Pi;eff � Pp;eff

�
−

λpαp
λiαi

� gΓ
1� βPp

λp
λiαi

�
: (9c)

Equations (9) elucidate that in the efficient regime any in-
crease in the gain of the laser will directly lead to an increase
in the signal and idler powers, while the pump power remains
unchanged. Similar to doubly resonant IOPOs, there is an un-
stable SOPO operating regime at extremely high pump powers
[7]. SOPOs instability at extremely high pump powers merits a
separate study.

B. Numerical Example
In order to examine the three regimes of operation discussed
here, we study the behavior of a type-II phase-matched BRL.
The active region for the pump is a double QW of InGaAs/
GaAs with emission wavelength at λp � 980 nm (TE polar-
ized). A three-parameter gain relation similar to that of [23]
was chosen for the 6 nm InGaAs wells. The wavelengths of
the signal (TM polarized) and idler (TE polarized) are taken
to be at λs � 1550 nm and λi � 2665 nm, respectively. Table 1
summarizes the waveguide geometry and parameters of inter-
est used in simulations.

Figure 2(a) shows the calculated powers of the pump, sig-
nal, and idler as functions of current. In the figure, the circles
show the simulated powers obtained from numerical solution
of the rate equations in Eq. (3), whereas the solid curves show
the analytically calculated values obtained from Eqs. (7)–(9).
The numerical values were obtained through recording the
final power values after solving the system of equations using
a Runge–Kutta algorithm [24]. A close agreement between the
values of both calculations is obtained.

The SOPO is fundamentally a diode laser lasing at the
pump wavelength with the second order nonlinearity of the
structure phase matched for nonlinear conversion within
the cavity. However, the pump power-current curve deviates
significantly from a conventional diode laser. The SOPO pump
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power has different characteristics in the three efficiency re-
gimes as indicated on Fig. 2(a). While in the no OPO regime,
the laser acts akin to a conventional diode laser, in the effi-
cient regime that ensues at currents between 25.5 and
91.5 mA: the pump output saturates at 250.5 mW irrespective
of the injected current. In this regime, the excess injected car-
riers translate into pump photons that are all converted into
signal and idler photons. Finally, at currents above 91.5 mA,
the SOPO enters the inefficient regime of operation and the
pump power increases with current but with a lower slope
compared to the no OPO regime. In this example, the pump
slope efficiency is 9.98 W∕A within the no OPO regime and
3.01 W∕A within the inefficient regime. Such a reduction in
the pump slope efficiency is due to the partial conversion
of pump photons into signal and idler in the inefficient regime.

As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the power of both signal and idler
increases with increasing the current at regions above the
OPO threshold current. The signal or idler power curve versus
current can be interpreted in a similar fashion to the power-
current curve in a conventional laser. While in a conventional
laser, current controls the gain, in the SOPO, current indi-
rectly affects the parametric gain of the device through chang-
ing the pump power. The signal/idler slope efficiencies in the
inefficient regime are lower than those in the efficient regime.
The slope efficiency is 6.39�3.37� W∕A in the efficient, and
4.93�2.61� W∕A in the inefficient regime for signal (idler), re-
spectively. This change in the slope efficiencies demonstrates
the reasoning behind naming both regimes. The change in the
SOPO signal power slope is attributed to a change in the mode
of operation due to a change in the parametric gain mecha-
nism. This behavior is also similar to the change in the slope
efficiency of a conventional diode laser due to nonlinear gain
mechanisms leading to lasing of other modes in addition to the
fundamental mode.

Frequency chirp is defined as 1∕2πdϕ∕dt and is usually di-
vided into transient and adiabatic components. Adiabatic
chirp or the steady-state chirp can be calculated from the
steady-state powers and Δϕ using Eqs. (3b), (3d), and (3f).
Figure 2(b) demonstrates the dependence of the frequency
chirp on injected current for the simulated SOPO. From the
figure, the analytically calculated chirp is in good agreement
with those obtained numerically. Note that the signal and idler
chirp are not plotted in the no OPO region, where signal and
idler powers are merely quantum fluctuations.

An important feature in Fig. 2(b) is the very large signal and
idler adiabatic frequency chirp, which is in the order of a few

terahertz. This large frequency deviation can be explained
through the tuning curve of the structure. Figure 3 shows
the tuning curve of the BRL SOPO under study calculated
through modal analysis. A small change in the pump
frequency/wavelength leads to relatively large changes in
the signal and idler frequencies/wavelengths. For the device
studied here, a shift in the emission wavelength of the diode
pump by an amount of 2 nm results in tuning of the signal
wavelength between 1550–1568 nm and tuning of the idler
wavelength between 2665–2627 nm. It can be shown that in
the frequency chirp relations, Eqs. (3b), (3d), and (3f), the first
term is usually much larger compared to the second. There-
fore, the chirp properties of the device follow those of Δωσ .
However, the second terms have a significant effect on Δϕ
that appears in the power rate equations and defines the
steady-state regime of operation. Due to carrier injection in
the cavity, there is usually an appreciable adiabatic frequency
chirp on the order of tens of gigahertz induced in semiconduc-
tor lasers [20]. In the case of SOPOs, this chirp is exhibited by
the pump, which consequently translates into an even larger
chirp for the signal and idler. This transfer of chirp from pump
to signal and idler can be clearly seen in Fig. 2(b). It is impor-
tant to note that the pump chirp frequency is projected neg-
atively onto the signal while the pump chirp translation to

Table 1. Design Parameters for the Test Structure

Parameter Value Parameter Value

λp �nm� 980 ασ αl;σ � αm;σ

λs �nm� 1550 αm;σ �ln ������������
R1R2

p �∕L
λi �nm� 2665 αl;σ�∕cm� 2.00

np 3.2765
�����������
R1R2

p
0.97

ns 3.2547 L �μm� 250
ni 3.2163 Γ 0.032

vg;p �cm∕s� 7.14 × 109 Vph �cm3� 1.25 × 10−10

vg;s �cm∕s� 8.79 × 109 β�∕W� 2.0706

vg;i �cm∕s� 9.20 × 109 hχ�2�eff i∕
���������
A�2�
eff

q
�∕V� 80.06 × 10−6
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Fig. 2. (a) Steady-state internal power of the pump, signal and idler
and (b) adiabatic frequency chirp of the simulated SOPO plotted as
functions of the injected current. The lines and circles represent
the analytically and numerically calculated data, respectively. The
steady-state regions of operation are separated with vertical dashed
lines and are distinct from the change in the slope of the graphs.
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idler is positive. This feature and its possible applications will
be discussed in more detail in the next section.

4. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND LARGE
SIGNAL RESPONSE
The importance of investigating the SOPO large signal dy-
namic response is twofold: not only because it sheds light
on the transient properties of SOPOs in the CW regime but
it also provides insight into their response when operated in
pulsed regime. To start, the time constants that represent the
SOPO temporal response will be introduced. After, the rate
equations are solved to examine the transient behavior of
the output power and frequency.

A. Rise Time and Build-Up Time
There are two main time constants that define the response
speed of SOPOs: signal/idler build-up time and rise time be-
tween 10% and 90% of the steady state value. They help deter-
mine the ultimate direct modulation speed. Build-up time is
the onset for the signal and idler powers. We define the
build-up time as the time needed for the input step response
to rise to 10% of the steady-state value. The 10%–90% rise time
is a popular metric that allows for comparing the responses of
various devices. It will be referred to as the rise time. Figure 4
shows a schematic of an example transient power trace to
illustrate the definition of these terms.

As opposed to numerical solutions, an analytical formula
for the rise time or build-up time can provide insight into

the nature of the parameters affecting the response speed
and it can facilitate the process of tailoring the device design
for high speed modulation. A closed-form solution for the
build-up time can be derived by solving the rate equations de-
scribed earlier with the appropriate initial conditions. In an
initially unbiased SOPO, before the build-up time the signal
and idler powers are merely vacuum fluctuations, and pump
depletion can be neglected. As such, the solution of Eqs. (3c)
and (3e) results in exponential responses for signal and idler
powers. Assuming no pump depletion, Δϕ � π∕2, and solving
for the signal and idler, a solution can be derived that relates
the signal/idler power Ps;i�t� to their initial value Ps;i�0�:

Ps;i�t� � Ps;i�0� exp
0
@2t

���������������������������������
vg;svg;i

κ2

λsλi
Pp;fr

s 1
A exp�−αs;ivg;s;it�:

(10)

Here Pp;fr is the steady-state free running pump power, i.e., the
pump power available to the parametric processes, which can
be derived from Eq. (1a). To obtain a closed-form relation
for the build-up time τr;s;i, it is sufficient to define r �
0.1Ps;i�∞�∕Ps;i�0� � Ps;i�τr;s;i�∕Ps;i�0� and solve (10) for τr;s;i:

τr;s;i �
ln r

2
�������������������������������
vg;svg;i

κ2

λsλi
Pp;fr

q
− αs;ivg;s;i

: (11)

The constant r should be derived through quantum optical cal-
culations to account for the quantum fluctuations that define
Ps�0� [25]. However, the choice of r does not strongly affect
the calculation of the build-up time due to its logarithmic
dependence. Moreover, although a constant Δϕ is utilized
to derive this approximation, Eq. (11) can predict the build-
up time for both SOPO steady-state regimes, efficient and
inefficient, as will be demonstrated.

Equation (11) predicts that the OPO build-up time can be
reduced by tuning physical device parameters such as loss
and nonlinear coefficient or external parameters such as
the pump power available for nonlinear conversion. Tuning
the structural or physical parameters are not easily achievable
for a given device whereas the pump power can be tuned
easily through the injected current. Although the rise times
can not be expressed analytically similar to the build-up times,
it can be shown numerically that the same parameters will
affect their values. The effects of the initial bias and current
injection step size on the build-up and rise times will be stud-
ied in the forthcoming subsections alongside other dynamic
properties.

B. Dynamic Behavior for an Initial Condition of
Zero Bias
In order to serve as a reference for the SOPO dynamics, the
dynamic behavior of a conventional laser that is not phase
matched for nonlinear conversion is provided. The structure
described in Table 1 is essentially a diode laser, which is phase
matched for efficient nonlinear conversion. If the second
order nonlinear interactions are excluded, the device will per-
form as a conventional diode laser. The threshold current of
this unphasematched diode laser is as low as Ith � 0.252 mA
owing to the device small size and high facet reflectivity. The
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response of the laser assuming a zero initial current is plotted
in Fig. 5 through solving Eq. (1) with a Runge–Kutta algorithm.
The behavior exhibits the well-known laser relaxation oscilla-
tions. These oscillations become less pronounced as the cur-
rent increases. The changes in the laser carrier density
together with the relaxation oscillations induce transient
chirp on the order of tens of gigahertz. This increase in the
frequency shift is often called “positive” chirp and usually
negatively impacts the performance of dispersive telecommu-
nication systems that rely on direct modulation of lasers as a
source.

The response of the conventional diode laser for currents in
the vicinity of those typically needed to reach oscillation
threshold in SOPOs is also studied to serve as a reference.
The SOPO discussed above has an OPO threshold current
of 25.5 mA which is about two orders of magnitude larger than
the pump laser threshold value. The dynamic behavior is
shown in Fig. 6, where only one overshoot rather than damped
relaxation oscillations are observed due to the significant
level of current injection. Moreover, the laser transient and
adiabatic chirp are much larger due to the large swing in
the injected carrier density.

1. Power Dynamics
If nonlinear conversion is taken into consideration when ana-
lyzing the example given above, the large-signal response of a
phase-matched SOPO should be calculated through the solu-
tion of Eqs. (1c) and (3). The pump, signal, and idler power
and chirp of the SOPO detailed in Table 1 were calculated
for a current step at t � 0 s rising from zero to nIOPO;th,
n � 2; 3;…; 10, where IOPO;th � 25.5 mA as can be seen in
Fig. 7. This range of bias conditions leads to the SOPO oper-
ation in efficient and inefficient regimes. By comparing the
pump power dynamics in presence and lack of phase match-
ing, it is clear that the pump behavior is altered at the onset of
its conversion into the signal and idler. The onset of this
change is the signal/idler build-up time atwhich signal and idler
powers increase significantly while the pump power is de-
pleted. Parametric gain can be seen as a power-dependent loss
mechanism for the pump. Consequently, after the signal and

idler buildup, the pump laser encounters not only the cavity
and mirror losses but also the parametric conversion losses.

Despite the different nature of gain in a conventional diode
laser and the parametric gain in an SOPO, Fig. 7 highlights the
presence of relaxation oscillations in the SOPO signal /idler
response akin to the un-phase-matched laser modulated near
the threshold current. Comparing the signal and idler output
responses of the SOPO with the output power of a conven-
tional laser that is not phase matched unveils a notable dis-
tinction between the responses. Contrary to the case of the
conventional pump laser that is not phase matched, in the
SOPO there is no visible signal and idler relaxation oscillation
in the vicinity of the SOPO threshold, where the signal and
idler powers monotonically increase to their steady-state
values. In this example, relaxation oscillations take place at
currents above 3IOPO;th. The oscillation amplitude and damp-
ing time increase as the the pumping level is raised.

The current at which the SOPO shifts from the efficient to
the inefficient regime of operation was found to be 95 mA for
this example as can be seen in Fig. 2. Hence, the plots repre-
senting 2IOPO;th and 3IOPO;th in Fig. 7(a) show the operation of
the device in the efficient steady-state regime. The other plots
fall into the inefficient regime. It is evident that for this exam-
ple the relaxation oscillations appear only in the inefficient
regime. In order to investigate these fluctuations and their
sources in more detail, a transient power analysis should
be performed similar to those carried out in [9].

The relaxation oscillations of signal and idler are due to
depletion of pump power into signal and idler to a level below
the steady-state power, which leads to an undershoot in the
pump power. This leads to back conversion of the parametri-
cally generated signal and idler to increase the power to a
level closer to the steady state value. This cycle may continue
as a damped relaxation as can be seen in Fig. 7(a). The pro-
nounced conversion of the parametric powers in the ineffi-
cient regime can be attributed to the intermittent change of
Δϕ whereas in the efficient regime Δϕ does not change
and has a value of π∕2. Relaxation oscillations have been
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shown to happen before in doubly resonant [19] and singly
resonant IOPOs [9].

2. Chirp Dynamics
Frequency chirp dynamics of the SOPO are plotted in Fig. 7(b)
for the same current bias conditions described in the previous
subsection. To compare the SOPO/phase-matched laser with a
conventional laser, Fig. 7(b) should be compared to Fig. 6(b).
In the conventional un-phase-matched pump laser, the laser
frequency shift reaches a steady-state value in the order of
gigahertz after the laser rise time. On the other hand, for the
SOPO, although the pump chirp properties behave in a similar
fashion before the build-up time, pump frequency encounters
additional transient chirp after the buildup of the signal and
idler pulses. This effect can be attributed to depletion of the
pump photons into signal and idler, which changes the pump
photon density, and, consequently, varies the carrier density
and, hence, the pump frequency. Moreover, additional tran-
sient chirp components can be seen in the pump frequency
for currents above 3IOPO;th due to the presence of relaxation
oscillations. Relaxation oscillations alter the level of pump
power as well as the carrier density leading to oscillations
in the pump output wavelength.

The transient and adiabatic pump chirp characteristics get
transfered to the signal and idler chirp, which reach terahertz
levels for the signal and idler, compared to the gigahertz level
in the pump. One of the most important features in Fig. 7(b) is
the negative frequency chirp in the signal as opposed to the
positive chirp that is obtained in a conventional laser. The sig-
nal frequency chirp is opposite to that of the pump and idler in
its sign. Such a negative chirp can be explained through the
tuning curve, which translates how the pump frequency shift
influences that of the signal due to the presence of Δωσ terms
in the model. This negative chirp could be of great benefit in
chirp engineering applications in some optical communica-
tion systems.

3. Build-Up and Rise Times
The signal and idler build-up times were calculated for various
currents both numerically and analytically from Eq. (11)
assuming r � 107—taken after the work in [25]. Figure 8(a)

shows the analytically calculated results from Eq. (11) (dotted
line and triangles) and the build-up time obtained from the
numerical solutions (solid line and circles). The figure demon-
strates a good agreement between the analytical results and
those calculated from the simulations. The signal and idler
10%–90% power rise times were calculated from the simula-
tion data. The results are plotted in Fig. 8(b) showing rise
times of tens of picoseconds. Similar to the build-up time, rise
time is inversely dependent on the value of the injected cur-
rent step. Moreover, it can be seen that the signal and idler rise
times are nearly equal. This can be explained by the Manley–
Rowe relations and the similarity of the signal and idler power
ratio in a lossless OPO [26].

C. Initial Condition: Device Biased Above OPO
Threshold
In order to achieve faster response time and lower transient
chirp, it is common to set the initial current of diode lasers to a
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Fig. 7. (a) Power and (b) frequency dynamics of the SOPO under study for current steps of 2IOPO;th to 10IOPO;th in steps of IOPO;th. The inset shows
the injected current as a function of time.
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bias point above threshold. The effect of the nonzero initial
bias point on the SOPO rise and build-up times will be exam-
ined by setting the initial bias current to values above the OPO
threshold. The dynamics of the reference structure described
earlier were examined when the initial bias current is set to
1.1IOPO;th and 2IOPO;th in two separate cases. The response of
the SOPO using step currents rising from 1.1OPO;th to nIOPO;th,
n � 2; 3;…; 10 at t � 0 s is plotted in Fig. 9. The output
powers are assumed to be in steady state before t � 0 s.

Figure 9(a) shows that similar to the previous example,
right after the OPO turn on; the pump power increases to a
value higher than the final steady-state power (overshoot).
In the case for zero initial bias current in Fig. 7(a), the pump
power remains at the same level until the build-up time. In the
bias condition examined here the signal and idler already have
nonzero power before the turn-on time—17 and 9 mW, respec-
tively. Consequently, depletion of pump power into the signal
and idler is considerable even immediately after the device is
turned on, which leads to appearance of an undershoot in the
pump power right after the overshoot. A noteworthy charac-
teristic of the pump response is the behavior of the pump
power and how it reverts to the initial power level in the
efficient regime (the two lowest currents) since the SOPO
is driven in the efficient regime both before and after the
turn-on time. Nevertheless, the signal and idler increase after
the build-up time to their steady-state values with or without
incurring relaxation oscillations depending on the region of
operation of the SOPO, which is determined by the bias level.
As discussed in the previous example, relaxation oscillations
occur at current levels above 3IOPO;th. The same condition is
valid in this example although the oscillation magnitude and
damping time are reduced owing to the reduced magnitude of
the pump overshoot.

The chirp dynamics of the device for this nonzero initial
current bias condition follow the same trend as what was
obtained for the previous example of a zero initial bias cur-
rent. As illustrated in Fig. 9(b), the first chirp overshoot in
the pump frequency that takes place in the vicinity of 50 ps is
drastically reduced compared to the previous example shown
in Fig. 7(b). This reduction in the chirp overshoot takes place

due to the smaller swing between the initial and final stages of
the injected current and, hence, carrier density in this exam-
ple. The second chirp overshoot, which ensues due to
depletion of pump into the signal and idler, as well as the chirp
oscillations thereafter due to the SOPO relaxation oscillations,
are observed in this example similar to the example of zero
initial bias current. However, the chirp value in this case is
smaller than the corresponding chirp components in the pre-
vious example due to the reduced oscillations in the pump
power. These chirp characteristics of the pump translate into
the signal and idler as in earlier cases, leading to a THz level of
negative and positive chirp components in the signal and idler,
respectively. It is worth noting that the signal and idler chirp
are plotted for the entire range of the time axis in this case as
opposed to the previous case since the signal and idler powers
are always nonzero.

To clearly demonstrate the effect of the initial current on
the dynamic properties of the device, the response of the
SOPO is plotted in Fig. 10 using step currents starting from
2IOPO;th at t � 0 s. It is instructive to compare this behavior
with what was obtained in the previous two examples.
Figure 10(a) shows that the power response of the pump, sig-
nal, and idler in this example follow the same trend as those in
the 1.1IOPO;th initial current case. The pump power overshoot
has decreased even further due to the higher signal and idler
initial powers and, hence, the faster depletion of pump into
the signal and idler. Additionally, this example confirms the
inverse relation of relaxation oscillation amplitude and damp-
ing time with the initial current as explained in the previous
example. Similar to the previous examples, the pump chirp
components are translated negatively and positively into sig-
nal and idler, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10(b). Although
there is a slight decrease in the transient chirp components
of the signal and idler, these frequency components are still
on the order of terahertz in value. It should be noted that de-
spite the difference in the initial bias conditions used in the
above examples, the steady-state power and chirps obtained
are merely identical. This goes to demonstrate that the initial
conditions of the SOPOs chiefly influence the dynamics of the
response rather than the steady state.
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Fig. 9. (a) Power and (b) frequency dynamics of the SOPO under study for current changing from 2IOPO;th to 10IOPO;th in steps of IOPO;th. The initial
current is 1.1IOPO;th as shown in the inset.
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In the case of nonzero initial conditions, the no-pump-
depletion assumption is not valid and, consequently, Eq. (11)
does not hold anymore. However, the build-up time can still be
calculated numerically as plotted in Fig. 11(a). The figure
shows a significant decrease in the build-up time in the two
examples compared to the zero initial current case. This was
expected as the signal and idler have already built up in the
cavity. Furthermore, the figure shows that the build-up time is
inversely related to the initial bias current value.

The corresponding 10%–90% rise times are also plotted and
compared to those plotted in Fig. 11(b) for both 1.1IOPO;th and
2IOPO;th currents. The figure illustrates that the rise time is re-
duced modestly with increasing the initial current due to the
reduced time needed for the signal and idler to get to their
steady-state values when starting from a nonzero power.

The rise time converges to nearly 30 ps in all three examples
studied at sufficiently high current steps. It can be concluded
that while the main advantage of biasing the device above
OPO threshold is to decrease the build-up time to realistic val-
ues and tuning the build-up time, tuning the initial current at
values above threshold will only modestly affect the rise time
depending on the region of operation. The SOPO rise time can
be tuned through other parameters such as the current swing.

5. DISCUSSION
The SOPO dynamic behavior was predicted in this work
through a self-consistent analysis of the diode laser pump rate
equations in conjunction with the OPO rate equations. It was
evident from the analysis that the build-up time is the limiting
factor in the response time of these devices. The build-up time
is largely determined by the values of the nonlinear gain and
the propagation losses in the cavity and will likely continue to
be the limiting factors even after improving these parameters
significantly. In order to circumvent the build-up time limita-
tions, the dc bias for these devices can be set to a value above
the SOPO threshold akin to the strategies employed for
directly modulating semiconductor lasers.

In the structure used here to study the various current in-
jection examples, the device suffers from lower conversion
efficiency and larger chirp components in the output fre-
quency when it is operated in the inefficient regime, compared
to the efficient regime of operation. However, the former re-
gime of operation provides superior rise and build-up times.
As such, operation of the SOPO at very large currents, which
essentially lead to operation in the inefficient regime, provides
enhanced dynamics as a modulated source. Given the nature
of the gain in SOPOs they will likely require significantly
higher powers for their bias in comparison to conventional
un-phase-matched laser counterparts in order to obtain rea-
sonable transient response times. However, given the SOPO
tunability and diverse wavelength coverage there may exist
regions of operation where they may cater to unmet needs
for certain applications. The performance of this class of de-
vices when directly driven for ASK modulation is remarkable
as the slope efficiency varies widely depending on whether
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Fig. 10. (a) Power and (b) frequency dynamics of the SOPO under study for current changing from 2IOPO;th to 10IOPO;th in steps of IOPO;th. The
initial current is 2IOPO;th as shown in the inset.
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the SOPO is biased in the efficient or inefficient regimes. For a
given extinction ratio in the output, bias conditions can be
devised to require minimum current modulation swing. More-
over, for higher modulation current steps, significant transient
and adiabatic chirp values are obtained. This excessive chirp
in the signal and idler can be utilized in a beneficial fashion.
A bandpass filter with a suitable narrow bandwidth can be
used to engineer the output extinction ratio.

Moreover, the sign of the frequency chirp obtained in the
signal is of great interest for dispersion-limited optical com-
munication links. The chirp properties of the pump laser are
translated to the signal while inverting their sign and, hence,
lead to negative chirp in the signal frequency. This property
can be utilized for use in prechirping the signal to act as a
source for extended link lengths in optical links at 1550 nm
in a fashion similar to [20,21].

6. CONCLUSION
By merging the analysis tools available for diode lasers and
OPOs, a set of nonlinear differential equations was developed
that relate the carrier density with the pump, signal, and idler
temporal characteristics in an electrically injected intracavity
SOPO. It was shown that similar to the bulk doubly resonant
IOPOs, SOPOs have two stable regions of operation: the effi-
cient and inefficient regimes. The efficient regime leads to
lower transient chirp and more efficient generation of
signal and idler, compared to the inefficient regime of steady-
state operation. However, the inefficient regime takes place at
higher injection levels that offer higher output powers and
faster rise times. The effect of initial conditions of the SOPO
on its dynamic properties were studied to highlight the tuning
ability of the build-up time through the initial conditions. The
notable chirp dynamics of SOPOs, including the negative
chirp exhibited by the signal, were also discussed and a pos-
sible application in optical communication systems employing
ASK modulation format was proposed.

APPENDIX A
The terms Δωs and Δωi in Eqs. (3d) and (3f) represent the
deviation of signal and idler angular frequencies from their
values at laser threshold only due to laser frequency chirp
Δωp. To derive the numerical value of these terms based
on Δωp � �α∕2�vg;p�Γg − αp� it is assumed that Δωp is much
larger than the frequency change due to nonlinear effects—
the right terms in the above-mentioned equations. From the
energy and momentum conservation relations,

Δωp � Δωs � Δωi; (A1)

�ωp � Δωp��np � Δnp� � �ωs � Δωs��ns � Δns�
� �ωi � Δωi��ni � Δni�; (A2)

where Δnσ are the changes in the effective index due to car-
rier injection in case of pump and phase-matched frequency
shift for signal and idler.

By injection of carriers into the laser/SOPO cavity, the
pump effective index varies, and consequently, the pump an-
gular frequency shifts as much as Δωp � −Δnpωpvg;p∕c. By
neglecting the second-order changes such as Δω2

σ and Δn2
σ ,

Eq. (A2) can be simplified to

Δωpnp �
ωpΔωp

−ωpvg;s∕c
� Δωsns � ωsΔns � Δωini � ωiΔni:

(A3)

The group index at signal/idler is defined as ng;s;i � ns;i�
ωs;i�Δns;i∕Δωs;i�. If this expression is substituted in the above,
Δωs can be derived as reported in Eq. (5b).

Lastly, note that Δωσ terms were derived by utilizing the
energy conservation condition—Eq. (12). Hence, Δωp − Δωs −

Δωi � 0 and dΔϕ∕dt does not include the Δωl terms as shown
below:

dΔϕ
dt

� −κ
K
2

2
4vg;p

λp

����������
PsPi

Pp

s
−

vg;s
λs

�����������
PpPi

Ps

s
−

vg;i
λi

�����������
PsPp

Pi

s 3
5

× cos�Δϕ�sinc�ΔkL�: (A4)

This property has a major effect in the steady-state power and
regimes of operation of SOPOs as outlined in Section 3.
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